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Month 2008 1

8Racing For A Cure By Jocelyn Alvarez Allgood two friends 
carry each other through two very different races when 

one is diagnosed with breast cancer. 

14 Looking Back on a Lifetime of Caring By Katie 
Gutierrez, as arlington Memorial hospital celebrates 

its 50th anniversary, sandra harris, an rn who is now COO, 
who reflects with other nurses on growing with the hospital. 

18Case Management: A Symphony of Care By BK 
Kizziar, the executive director of the dallas-Fort 

Worth chapter of the Case Management society of america 
takes a look at where Case management came from and where 
it is going in the future. 

21 Empowering the Leaders Among Us—Today By 
Ronda Mintz-Binder associate nursing professor 

Mintz-binder looks at the urgent need to develop nursing 
leadership skills within others and ourselves. 

March 2008

p. 21
Network with other nurses from across the country or in your neighborhood with the Nurses’ Lounge online social network. You can start 
a free blog, read past issues, and write to our editors and contributors at www.NursesLounge.com. 

On the cover from left: Carol Monthey, LVN, San-

dra Harris, RN, SVP, COO,  Ann Coulon, MS, RN, BC. 

Cover photo by Glen E. Ellman.
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This magazine is mailed to registered nurses in the 

eleven county Dallas-Fort Worth area free of charge, 

and delivered to select clinics, hospitals and schools.  

The Nurses’ Lounge, including all artwork, copy and 

logo types published herein are registered trademarks 

of Nurses Lounge, LP.  Material in this publication 

may not be reproduced in any form without permis-

sion.  Although we make every effort to verify facts, 

it is entirely possible that an error or omission may 

occur.  We will publish most corrections brought to 

our attention. Contact:  The Nurses’ Lounge.  758 E. 

Bethel School Rd.  Coppell, TX 75019.  For information, 

call 817-903-8844 or email: editor@nurseslounge.com.  

Visit us on the web at: www.nurseslounge.com.
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Contributors in the lounge

Who you 
will meet 

in the lounge...

Editorial Advisory Board

Lori Faries, President, DFW Healthcare 
Human Resource Association; 
Kathy B. Walton, RN, MBA, CPN, 
Medical City Dallas Hospital and Medical 
City Children’s Hospital Educator; 
Jill Schilp, RN, MS, CPHQ, 
Director of Quality Services, Medical 
Center of Plano; 
Terryl Kendricks, RN, MS, 
Chief Nursing Officer, Plaza Medical 
Center of Fort Worth; 
Mary Ann Bush, RN, MA, Chief Nursing 
Officer, Medical Center of Arlington; 
Victoria England, RN, BS, MBA, 
Magnet Program Director, Children’s 
Medical Center; 
Iris McKairin, RN, The Visiting Nurse 
Association of Texas; 
Sarah Thomas, RNC, MSN, NNP, 
Judy Jones, RN, MS; 
Karen Danley, U.S. Healthworks.

giving Unto Others 
dear readers, 

giving selfl essly unto others is arguably the most common trait among nurses. For 
this month’s issue, i am honored to feature nurses who work very hard to give unto oth-
ers as much as they can bear. First, we refl ect on the past few decades with three special 
ladies who have committed their lives to helping others, including two who have worked 
at the same hospital for over 40 years. We then move to a nurse who felt like she couldn’t 
give enough when a friend and fellow nurse was stricken with breast cancer, so she found 
a unique way to share the burden and contribute to a cure. 

if you are looking for ways to expand your infl uence on patient care, you may be 
interested in this month’s career spotlight on case management. We have a special guest 
writer,  bK Kizziar, the executive director of the dallas Fort Worth chapter of the Case 
Management society of america, who will show you how case management is a growing 
trend in improving patient care overall and its future in the metroplex!  

as we announced last month, we have partnered with Uta to allow you to earn Ce 
credit while enjoying your issue of Nurses’ Lounge-DFW. i am sure that you will fi nd this 
month’s Ce article on nursing leadership as compelling as i did.  

in return for all you do, nurses’ Lounge is eager to give selfl essly of ourselves, so please 
let us know if there is something you would like to see or contribute in the lounge. (Of 
course, you can always drop us a line just to say hello at editor@nurseslounge.com!)  

See you in the lounge!

Anthony Armstrong
editor-in-Chief 

Ronda Mintz-
Binder 
“When one thinks of a 
nursing leader, many 
amazing women come 
to mind. However, very 
few nursing leaders 
are under the age of 
50. Unless we commit 
to encouraging and 
nurturing leadership in 

our practicing nurses today, we will all feel the 
impact of each and every retirement before us.”

Jocelyn Alvarez 
Allgood “I got misty-
eyed while writing 
about the friendship of 
Ms. Lori Thornton and 
Ms. Shellye Crawford.  I 
dedicate this article to 
Dr. Brenda M. Williams, 
one of my favorite 

former residents at Baylor University Medical 
Center, who is still fi ghting her own personal 
battle to defeat breast cancer.” 

Editor’s Letter

Katie Gutierrez “It 
was inspiring to learn 
Arlington Memorial’s 
community-rich history-
-and speak to its SVP 
and COO Sandra Harris, 
a woman who embraces 
change and throws 
herself into bettering the 
environments of everyone 
around her.”

BK Kizziar “The need for 
case managers will only 
increase as healthcare 
benefi ts, healthcare delivery 
& healthcare reimbursement 
change in the coming years.  
Whether we continue with 
the current model or a 
more socialized model, the 
consumer will require more 

assistance to navigate the healthcare continuum.” 

Jocelyn Alvarez 
Allgood
eyed while writing 
about the friendship of 
Ms. Lori Thornton and 
Ms. Shellye Crawford.  I 
dedicate this article to 
Dr. Brenda M. Williams, 
one of my favorite 

former residents at Baylor University Medical 

Ronda Mintz-
Binder 
“When one thinks of a 
nursing leader, many 
amazing women come 
to mind. However, very 
few nursing leaders 
are under the age of 
50. Unless we commit 
to encouraging and 
nurturing leadership in 

Correction: Last month we published a nurse profi le we received that mismatched Trudy Holley’s picture with 
the profi le of a diff erent nurse. We regret the error and will republish Trudy’s correct profi le in a future issue.  
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BAYLOR ALL SAINTS 
MEDICAL CENTERS 
DAISY AWARD  
WINNERS

Baylor All Saints Medical 

Centers announced Fatima 

Mallard, RN, as the October 

2007 DAISY Award recipient 

and Nancy McEntire, RN, as 

the November 2007 DAISY 

Award recipient.

 McEntire works in the 

Emergency Department at 

Baylor All Saints Medical Cen-

ter at Fort Worth. “Nancy is committed to the spirit of excellence, best 

practice and compassionate care that we all strive for, and she serves 

as a mentor to all of us who work with her,” says Glenda Allen-Rosales, 

RN, manager, Emergency De-

partment. “She has lived both 

her professional and personal 

life with an attitude of service. 

Nancy is a great support to 

her patients and peers, and 

we are most fortunate to have 

her on our team!” 

Mallard works in Medi-

cal Telemetry at Baylor All 

Saints Medical Center at Fort 

Worth. “Fatima is consistently 

recognized by her co-workers 

as being a very supportive 

charge nurse. Her patients 

consistently recognize her as 

a provider of excellent, high-

quality and compassionate care,” says Stephen Heinrich, RN, clinical 

manager, Medical Telemetry. “She enjoys mentoring new nurses and ex-

pertly teaches them time-management skills and compassionate care. 

She is truly a model for nursing and Baylor All Saints Medical Center.” 

UTA NAMES NEW CONTINUING NURSING  
EDUCATION DIRECTOR

Toni C. McKenna, DNSc, RN has been named the Director of the 

Center for Continuing Nursing Education at The University of Texas at 

Arlington. 

Dr. McKenna brings with her a 

wealth of experience in Continu-

ing Education particularly in the 

development and delivery of lead-

ership education programs. She 

has more than 20 years experi-

ence as a nurse leader in hospitals 

and health systems and has held 

university teaching positions in 

nursing administration. Toni has 

presented at a number of national, 

regional and individual health care 

and nursing organization confer-

ences, speaking on a variety of 

leadership topics including creat-

ing a positive culture, managing 

generationally diverse groups, excellence in teamwork, and strategies 

to enhance accountability.

The Center for Continuing Nursing Education is a collaborative effort 

between the School of Nursing and The Division for Enterprise Devel-

opment at The University of Texas at Arlington. The center’s programs 

include the Annual Psychiatric Nursing Conference, Nursing Aesthet-

ics Workshop, Advanced Principles and Practices of Nursing Physical 

Assessment, Certified Nursing Assistant and Patient Care Technician 

preparation, and, most recently, the center has partnered with Nurses’ 

Lounge magazine to provide continuing education for the magazine’s 

readers. 

HISpANIC CENTER pROvIDES RESEARCH AWARDS

The Center for Hispanic Studies in Nursing and Health at The Univer-

sity of Texas at Arlington School of Nursing has presented two $1,000 

research awards this spring. The first to Dr. Cheryl Anderson,  associ-

ate  professor of nursing at UT Arlington and the other to Marygrace 

Leveille, a PhD  candidate in  nursing at UT Arlington. 

 This research award was established to encourage and support 

nursing research relevant to the Hispanic population. Applications were 

accepted from faculty and/or graduate students at The University of 

Texas at Arlington, Texas Women’s University, Texas Christian University, 

Baylor University Louise Herrington School of Nursing, Midwestern 

State University and Tarleton School of Nursing. 

Snapshots of Excellence

Toni C. McKenna, DNSc, RN

Nancy McEntire, RN

Fatima Mallard, RN
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Reliant Rehabilitation Hospital North Texas celebrated its official 

grand opening on February 28 with a ribbon cutting ceremony in the 

hospital lobby. The hospital’s 55,000 square-foot facility is licensed as an 

acute freestanding 50-bed rehabili-

tation hospital that treats patients 

who require intensive inpatient 

rehabilitative care. 

The facility’s state-of-the art re-

habilitation hospital is aesthetically 

designed to promote socializing 

among patients and their families, 

including relaxing interior designs 

and extra-wide hallways with sit-

ting areas.

“From the nurses’ station you can see all of the patient rooms,” says 

Tracy penny, RN, regional director of business development for Reliant 

Rehabilitation Hospital North Texas. “Our hallways are 22 feet wide or 

wider. They give the nurses a much better perspective on what’s going 

on in the unit and that allows them to work smarter by being able to 

see all around the patient care area. It’s a very comfortable and inviting 

setting.” 

In addition to the aesthetic design, 

Reliant Rehabilitation also features 

cutting edge technology with wire-

less internet access throughout the 

hospital, an electronic pharmacy, 

and paperless system with electronic 

medical records. 

“I’m most excited about offering a 

unique service to individuals, allowing 

them to regain their independence,” 

says Michael Merrick, RN, BSN, and 

CNO for Reliant Rehabilitation Hospital North Texas. “Our environment 

promotes healing with enhanced technological services as well as 

patient and family focused treatment modalities. We consider ourselves 

cheerleaders promoting functional outcomes.”  NL

It acidunt luptat et, quisl ullutat. Dunt

Reliant Rehabilitation Hospital North Texas Opens 
with Cutting-Edge Aesthetics and Technology

Tracy Penny, RN director of busi-

ness development talks to husband 

Randy Penny, RN, case manager.

Michael Merrick, CNO
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by Katie Gutierrez

Sandra Harris, RN, SVP, COO at Arlington Memorial Hospital, was 

21 years old and fresh out of nursing school when she began working 

as a civilian nurse in a New York military hospital. The year was 1967; 

and the job was baptism by fire—in the best possible way.

“We were a regional facility 

for Vietnam soldiers,” Harris, now 

senior vice president and chief 

operating officer at Arlington 

Memorial Hospital, explains. “It was 

the place I learned the most about 

truly caring.  Some of those soldiers 

were not in very good shape, but 

they would do what they could 

for their fellow soldier in the next 

bed.  It sort of set the stage for my 

career.”

Harris, slender with clear blue 

eyes, is one of those rare people 

whose smile radiates in her voice. As she recalled her year spent at the 

“cutting edge” of medicine at the military hospital, the smile felt strong 

and sincere; the memories fresh. 

“It was a tremendous opportunity to learn and do things I probably 

couldn’t do in a nonmilitary hospital,” Harris reveals. “For example, back 

then we weren’t allowed to insert nasogastric tubes in nonmilitary 

hospitals, but I learned the skill at the military hospital, working directly 

under some of the finest physicians.”

Harris’ eagerness to learn is evident even when appraising her career 

from a distance; but when approached with a closer gaze, there is also a 

sense of adventure and exploration to her decisions.

In 1973, Harris’ husband (who worked for a Johnson & Johnson 

company) was transferred to Arlington, Texas, population: 90,000. Harris 

took the move in stride and applied for a nursing position at Arlington 

Memorial Hospital (AMH).   

Arlington Memorial Hospital has a rich history steeped in commu-

nity.  In 1957, 300 community leaders knocked on every front door in 

the community, earnestly attempting to raise funds for the hospital’s 

down payment.  The leaders asked each citizen to contribute 50 cents 

toward the effort, and to their surprise and delight, the family of then-

mayor Tom Vandergriff went beyond the call to donate nine acres for 

the hospital’s site. By the campaign’s end, the citizens of Arlington had 

A Lifetime 
of Caring

Sandra Harris, RN

Pictured above: Sandra Harris, RN, and chaplain Jim Dorsey reflect on 

Arlington Memorial Hospital’s 50 years of serving the community. 
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At North Hills Hospital, you will find a group of professionals on the
leading edge when it comes to superior medical care utilizing the latest
technology. With our recent $33 million expansion and award-winning
programs such as our Bariatric Surgery Center of Excellence and Chest
Pain Center, which is the first in the nation to achieve Cycle 2 status,
our credentials speak for themselves.

Registered Nurses
$5,000 Sign-on Bonus for Full Time!

Emergency Room - Nights

PCU - Days and Nights

Med/Surg - Days and Nights

CVOR - Days and Nights

We’re conveniently located in the heart of the Metroplex, with an
easy commute from both Dallas and Fort Worth! And, North
Richland Hills’ great neighborhoods, excellent schools and low
crime rate have placed us on Money Magazine’s list of the 100 Best
Places to Live in the United States.  

At North Hills, you’re not just an employee, you’re part of an elite
family of professionals. We invite you to come home to North Hills
Hospital and take advantage of opportunities to advance your career.
We are proud to be a non-smoking facility. 

For a list of all available nursing opportunities and to 
complete a job application, visit:

www.northhillshospital.com

Human Resources: 817-255-1180
Jobline: 817-255-1188

EOE

Superior Care

4401 Booth Calloway Rd., North Richland Hills, TX

(Pam - RN, Endoscopy  •  Bart - RN, CVPCU  •  Oscar - Surgery)

New Cardiovascular Center Now Open!

donated $250,000 toward construction of the $1 million facility, which 

opened on February 10, 1958—and ushered a new baby into the world 

19 hours later.

Since then, AMH has become an integral part of Arlington, growing 

along with the community, which now claims a population of 340,000. 

And Sandra Harris has participated in much of that growth first-hand.

With two young children at home, Harris began her career at AMH as 

a part-time “float” nurse, working between two and four days a week in 

whichever department needed her most. When her kids entered “all-

day school,” as Harris referred to elementary school, she assumed the 

role of house supervisor. A year later, in 1976, she went on to teach the 

hospital’s licensed vocational nursing program.

“As an instructor, I still had clinical contact, which I loved, but I also 

loved the students,” Harris says. “They were a sponge for learning, 

and I learned with them.  Every time I taught something, I learned 

something.”

Laughing, Harris recalls one student telling her, “Ms. Harris, I have 

many people who make me think.  But you make me think too much!” 

Harris took it as a compliment.

After teaching two 20-student classes per year for nine years, Harris 

came to the fervent conclusion that the most important thing to teach 

new nurses is “attitude, not just aptitude.”

NLDFW-March08.indd   9 3/5/2008   7:11:55 PM
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“Attitude is critical for patients and families in crisis,” she explains. “It’s 

one of the most diffi  cult things to teach, but one of the most important.  

Patients deserve [an attitude] that’s positive, hopeful, helpful, caring, 

and focused on them, which I think is so critical. That’s what I tried to 

instill in the students, along with their education and skills training.”    

By 1985, Harris had become the hospital’s quality assurance coordi-

nator. She also served as project leader for AMH’s fi rst computerized 

nursing documentation program, which alerted nurses of abnormal 

lab results and ensured that the right patient was provided the right 

medicine at the right time. As the hospital entered the information age, 

Harris kept pace, utilizing the computerized systems to assess quality 

and manage risk.

“In my positions as quality assurance coordinator and project leader, I 

had the ability to infl uence clinical staff  and non-clinical staff ; infl uence 

the quality of patient care, even if I had less clinical contact,” Harris says.

Harris attributes her forays into 

quality assurance and risk man-

agement as eventually leading 

her to accept more administrative 

roles at the hospital. She served as 

director of both emergency ser-

vices and quality assurance before 

being named vice president soon 

after. In 1998, she was promoted 

to senior vice president and, in 

2005, accepted the position of chief operating offi  cer.  

When asked why she chose to step into the role of COO rather than 

chief nursing offi  cer, Harris replies thoughtfully, “I think it’s true that the 

more basic understanding you have with everything, the greater ability 

you have to move into diff erent areas. I was always open for challenges. 

I wanted to learn and grow and thought that was the greatest thing.”

Sandra Harris taught the hospital’s licensed vocational 

nursing program from 1976-1985.

“at the core of 
my heart, i believe 
i’m here to serve 
people; it’s really 

who i am.”

• looking back
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Looking Back on 43 Years  

with Arlington Memorial Hospital 

Ann Coulon, MS, RN, BC, pictured on the cover back right in 

black, and Carol Monthey, LvN, pictured on the cover back left in 

blue,  both joined AMH in 1965. Nurses’ Lounge-DFW had the priv-

ilige to visit with these two devoted care givers as they reflected 

on the last 43 years with Arlington Memorial. 

NL-DFW: How has Arlington Memorial changed since you  

first started in 1965? 

AC: “Arlington Memorial has grown significantly, from one tower 

and two floors to what we have now—it would have been difficult 

then to have imagined the amount of growth that we’ve seen. 

Our patient volume has grown, and we’ve added more hospital 

staff and services. What’s remained the same is our goal to excel in 

providing excellent patient care.

CM: “The biggest change in the hospital is that it is so much 

larger. As for nurses, I would never have guessed that we would 

wear anything but a white uniform and white shoes, with a white 

nurse’s cap sitting on our heads! Our equipment is much more 

advanced, but the hospital has stayed the same in that it still takes 

people to take care of people.”

NL-DFW: In your 40+ years with Arlington Memorial, what have 

been the most exciting, rewarding aspects of your job?

AC: “I have always been given the opportunity to be on the 

forefront of positive changes and have loved the change agent 

role.  From being a pediatric nurse manager working with the chil-

dren of Arlington, to developing processes and procedures, being 

an educator working with diabetes and CPR education, to work-

ing with my friends in PACU and my current love, the growth and 

development of the electronic health record.”  

1958:

The 75-bed community hospital opens in Arlington on February 10. 

continued of page 13

looking back •
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Harris’s experiences at all levels of patient and administrative care 

have left her with a keen understanding of her current role. “I really be-

lieve that I’m privileged to have the role of servant-leader,” she says. “My 

job is to support employees, physicians, and patients and families, most 

importantly, and help them to achieve what they need to achieve on a 

daily basis.  At the core of my heart, I believe I’m here to serve people; 

it’s really who I am.”

Harris balances her first-nature spirit of caring with an objective 

awareness of what it takes to successfully run a growing hospital; and 

grown AMH has. From approximately 2,100 emergency room patients 

cared for in 1958, the hospital treated 63,000 ER patients in 2007; beds 

have increased from 75 at its founding to 417 at press time. 

According to Harris, AMH has been consciously expanding for years 

to meet the needs of the community. In December 2007, AMH opened 

the Tom Vandergriff Surgical Tower. The largest addition to the hospital 

in its history, the Tower now offers both inpatients and outpatients 

200,000 square feet of state-of-the-art technology, operating rooms 

and private patient rooms. Next on the agenda, Harris says, is expand-

ing the emergency department. She has no doubt that, through 

updates and expansions, AMH will continue to meet the needs of its 

supportive community.

“I don’t think I’ll be here at the next 50-year anniversary,” Harris 

laughs, “but someone will be.  Fifty years from now, the hospital will be 

celebrating its 100th anniversary.” NL

Share your thoughts on this or other topics at  

www.NursesLounge.com/DFW.

Sandra harris talks with Jose Salas, RN, in the cath lab. 

Because you  
believe in 

quality care

At VNA we are committed to providing quality care designed to meet the
unique needs of our patients. You will improve not only their lives but also
your own. As DFW’s largest home health agency, we touch 10,000 lives
everyday.

Home Care and Hospice RNs
FT and PT in Dallas, Tarrant, Denton, Kaufman and Collin Counties. One year
experience and strong adult med/surg skills are required; IV skills preferred.

CBA RN Case Managers
We have excellent opportunities for Registered Nurses to provide professional
nursing care to long-term clients in Tarrant County. Duties include assessments,
coordination of client service needs, ongoing patient care and supervision of
attendant services. One year of community health nursing is preferred.

Please send your resume with salary 
history to: hr@vnatexas.org or fax: 
214-689-2977. EOE

www.vnatexas.org

We offer outstanding benefits including flexible spending accounts, 403(b) and
pension and medical/dental/vision/cancer insurance.

• looking back
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CM: “Rotating through the hospital, and obstetrics in particular. 

Learning the different skills required for each department has 

been exciting, challenging and overwhelming at times, but enjoy-

able. Each has its own rewards.”

NL-DFW: With all of the knowledge and experience you’ve ac-

cumulated, what do you wish you had known when you first joined 

AMH? What advice would you give to young nurses just beginning 

their careers?

AC: “Young nurses should embrace nursing. I always recom-

mend that they begin their career in a diverse area, such as med/

surg to hone their assessment skills and then spend time working 

in specialty areas until they 

really find the area that they 

love.  I have had several differ-

ent careers within nursing and 

what I learned the first year in a 

med/surg area gave me a solid 

foundation for all that came 

after.”

CM: “Little did I know the 

open door Arlington Memo-

rial was to become! Whatever 

I know now was taught to me 

step-by-step as the years passed. For those just joining the work 

force, please realize the years go quickly. When I was 25 years old, 

I did not think the retirement age would run towards me as it has. 

I am grateful Arlington Memorial Hospital invested for me during 

my earlier years of employment—now we have a 401K plan. Work 

hard. It pays a rich dividend.” NL

Bobby Dale Joines, the first baby born at Arlington Memorial Hospital, 

helping celebrate the hospital’s first anniversary. We gave him a hospital-

shaped cake to help celebrate his birthday, which was Feb. 11, since he was 

born 19 hours after the hospital open

BrainSUITE
®

, a powerful new technology available in only a few
hospitals around the world, is a state-of-the-art neurosurgical
operating room designed to treat complicated neurological
cases with image-guided precision. Just another example of how
we continuously strive for excellence.

Apply online: www.medicalcenterofplano.com

World Class
Technology

....................................

BrainSUITE
®

- The Most Advanced Neurosurgical OR

EOE

Registered Nurses
Sign-on Bonus and PRN Available for Most Positions!
Administrative Supervisor

Case Manager - Part time

Critical Care

Endoscopy Nurse Manager

ICU Stepdown

Labor & Delivery

Med/Surg

Med/Surg Oncology
Nurse Manager

Oncology

Oncology Advance
Practice Nurse

Staffing Resource Team

“Our equipment 
is much more ad-

vanced, but the hos-
pital has stayed the 
same in that it still 

takes people to take 
care of people.”

continued from page 11

looking back •
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By Jocelyn A. Allgood, RN, BSN, BA

“Friendship isn’t a big thing,” as the 
saying goes. “it’s a million little things.” Little things 
like comforting a cancer-stricken best friend, 
baking banana bread for her family and running a 
marathon to raise money for cancer research.

Little things that Lori Thornton, a family nurse practitioner with Chil-

dren’s Medical Center Dallas, is doing for 

her best friend Shellye Crawford, a pediatric 

nurse practitioner also with Children’s Medical 

Center Dallas, who was diagnosed with an ag-

gressive breast cancer nearly a year ago.

Crawford’s battle with cancer started after 

she had a breast biopsy in April 2007. Anxious 

to find out the results, she called her radiolo-

gist on Good Friday. Easter Sunday was com-

ing, and she didn’t want to wait the following 

week to learn the outcome. The 43-year-old 

never expected the call to be so cold or the 

diagnosis so shocking.  As a nurse for 15 years, 

Crawford never thought she would hear the 

words, “Yes, it’s cancer, but you expected that, 

right?” She had always been told that cancer didn’t hurt.

  “I was literally lying in bed one night when I felt a pecan-size lump 

on my left side near the heart, and it hurt,” Crawford says. “So I sched-

uled a mammogram.”

Things happened fast after that fateful phone conversation. She 

hung up and started crying. Then she called back to ask what stage 

her cancer was in. The reply was even more upsetting: “Invasive ductal 

carcinoma, Stage I, Grade III.”

Before Crawford called her husband, she 

called Thornton.

“Lori is like the Rock of Gibraltar, somebody 

you can always lean on,” 

Crawford says. “She is very uplifting.”

What Crawford didn’t know and Thornton 

didn’t show was that she felt 

“devastated and helpless.”  

“I didn’t cry on the phone with her,” Thorn-

ton says. “I cried when I got off the phone. I 

was trying to intellectualize the diagnosis and 

the situation, to make it not seem so bad.”

For Crawford, the hardest part was breaking 

the news to her family. That night, she and her 

Racing 
For A Cure: 
Two Friends 
Carry Each Other 
Through Two 
Very Different 
Races

Shellye (L) and Lori (R) at the Finish Line. 

Photo by: James Crawford.

Getting a good luck kiss from Aidan Thornton,  

her oldest son.
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husband, James, made sure their three children, then ages 20, 19 and 

15, were at home.

“We didn’t know what was going to happen,” Crawford says. “But I’m 

not the type who would sit and wallow in self-pity.”

After working through the lingering shock, Crawford and her 

husband went to see a surgeon. Thornton went with them to help ask 

questions, help remember what the doctor says and help with treat-

ment choices. But Thornton went beyond all that. She supported Craw-

ford when her friend made the agonizing decision to have a double 

mastectomy.

“I wanted to do it one time and not have to go back,” Crawford says. 

“Lori and my husband helped me think.  I didn’t want to make that 

decision for me because I was also thinking of my husband’s feelings. A 

lot of people think it was drastic, but when I made the decision, I never 

wanted to look back.”

Crawford’s fight against cancer became more grueling. After surgery, 

she went for eight rounds of chemotherapy and suffered all the side ef-

fects, including hair loss. On “chemo days,” Thornton would always bring 

the Crawfords banana bread, which they called “chemo bread.” Crawford 

says losing her hair was not a big deal but “it felt creepy” so she let her 

husband and children shave her head. Thornton bought her various 

“do-rags,” which she wore to work. 

Still, Thornton wanted to do more. Having been best friends for 

four years, she couldn’t stand to just watch Crawford’s struggle, so she 

thought of ways to help her triumph in the battle.

“There was nothing I could do except say, ‘I’m here for you,’” Thornton 

says. “Physically you can’t do anything, but I couldn’t let her experience 

this all by herself.”

When the 2007 Komen Dallas “Race for the Cure” came in October, 

Crawford wanted to participate and Thornton jumped at the opportuni-

ty; but their families and friends thought they were not ready. Crawford 

had just finished her chemotherapy two days earlier and Thornton, 34, 

had given birth two months before. Nevertheless, the two warriors were 

determined not to let their recovering bodies hinder their cancer-fight-

ing goals. At the large event, a group of 18 people walked 5 kilometers 

with the duo and raised $3,000 for the cause.

Their progress was short-lived, though. After the race, Crawford 

developed a pulmonary embolism. “Even walking to the garage was 

difficult to undertake.”

The setback left them feeling defeated. “What else is going to hap-

pen?” Thornton asked. Feeling guilty, she says she should have been 

more vigilant in checking Crawford out when she developed shortness 

of breath during the race. They dismissed the symptom, thinking it was 

just a side effect of chemotherapy.

racing for a cure •
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Lori at the AT&T 2008 Austin Marathon.
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“It sucked,” Thornton says. “I told her she’s not going to have anymore 

complications. It was very scary.”

Crawford recovered from the embolism, and the cancer battle eased. 

Thornton, however, would not rest. She knew their only hope to defeat 

cancer was to help fund research and find a cure. So she went all out 

and signed up for the AT&T 2008 Austin Marathon to raise $2,000 for 

“Team Marathon for the Cure” to advance  breast cancer research and 

pledged to run 26 miles. Thornton reached her monetary goal sooner 

than expected, so she raised the ante to $2,500. To date, Thornton has 

raised $2,565.

“I didn’t want to do something easy,” Thornton says. “I wanted to put 

myself through all the challenges Shellye faced. By signing up for the 

marathon, I am contributing something for her cause. I want to make a 

difference.”

Thornton says all the aches and pains she experienced training for 

the marathon were nothing compared to what Crawford went through. 

Thornton trained for months and ran in shorter races before going 

through her “biggest race” in Austin on Feb. 17. Her goal was to run the 

marathon within four and a half hours. She finished in four hours, 33 

minutes and 45 seconds.

“My goal changed when I hit my first wall in the race at mile 13,” 

Thornton says. “I realized that the time did not actually matter, but it 

was the journey that was important. I started philosophizing about 

being alive and the journey that Shellye has been on for the last year 

with her cancer, and the one I was on while running through the streets 

of Austin.”

Thornton began to doubt herself during the race and felt like quit-

ting from the exhaustion and pain, but she continued to run while 

rationalizing that what she was feeling “was not even a tenth of all that 

Shellye had to endure.” Such thoughts kept her running to the very end.  

At the finish line, Crawford and their families - in tears and smiles - 

were waiting for her.

“We both felt relief and joy that we both had experienced two sepa-

rate battles and had struggled through them together,” Thornton says. 

“And I can say now that the journey and the race was an experience 

neither one of us will forget. Our friendship has gotten stronger, and it 

extends way beyond cancer or any marathon.”

No one could be happier than Crawford.

“I was so proud of Lori,” she says. “She made it look so easy.  At the 

end of the race, she looked like a million bucks! You would have never 

known she just ran a marathon.”

Dr. Lawson Copley, an assistant professor at the University of Texas 

Southwestern Medical Center, who works with the two nurse practitio-

ners, was not surprised to learn about Thornton’s kind act.

“We are fortunate to have a close bond as providers in our ortho-

paedics group,” says Copley, a pediatric orthopaedic surgeon. “This is 

exemplified by the willingness of Lori to devote herself in a manner as 
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visible as training and running a marathon in support of Shellye.”

 And he saw Crawford in a different light.

“Watching Shellye deal with the personal crises of her diagnosis and 

treatment process has made me gain an enormous respect for her cour-

age and perseverance through difficulty,” Copley says.

The fight against cancer is far from over, but along the way the nurse 

practitioners have discovered things about themselves. They pushed 

themselves hard and learned many lessons.

Crawford, who has always “been an independent person,” says she 

learned to seek assistance from others.

“It’s really hard to ask for help, and I’m not good at that,” Crawford 

says. “I should be able to handle my load, cancer or no cancer at all. I 

have learned to say, ‘I’m drowning, pull me out of here.’”

Thornton says the races gave her a “sense of accomplishment.” But 

beyond physical triumph, she says the cancer gave her insight into 

Crawford -- “the amazing amount of courage and strength that she 

possesses.”

“Shellye took a major life-altering diagnosis of breast cancer and has 

gone through all of her surgery and treatments virtually unscathed, 

with a smile on her face,” Thornton says. “Cancer makes you realize how 

insignificant a lot of things are and makes you appreciate your friend-

ships and the people that you love all the more.” NL

Lori reaching the finish line. 

Photo taken by: Jam
es Craw

ford.

Share your thoughts on this article or 
your own stories in the lounge at  
www.NursesLounge.com
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Career Spotlight

BK Kizziar, RN-BC, CCM, CLCP

The earliest evidence of case 

management may have been 

during the depression when social 

workers assisted individuals and 

families to fi nd resources for food, 

shelter and healthcare.  The title 

Case Manager hadn’t been used 

yet but the processes and strate-

gies that the social workers used 

were much the same as today’s 

practicing Case Manager.  Later, 

worker compensation insurers 

hired nurses to assist injured work-

ers in receiving appropriate care 

and returning to work.  That was followed in the 80’s by managed care 

companies hiring nurses to perform utilization review and later identify-

ing and managing cost for high-service utilizers.  Hospitals hired social 

workers and nurses to be discharge planners and utilization review-

ers.  Today, Case Managers can be found in every area of healthcare.  

And although the titles may vary (case manager, care manager, care 

coordinator, patient navigator, etc) the objective is the same regardless 

of the area of practice.  The Case Manager is fi rst and foremost a patient 

advocate.  

Case Managers strive to ensure that the population they serve 

receive the most appropriate healthcare services at the right time, right 

environment and in the most cost eff ective manner.  Facilitating the 

patient’s movement along the continuum of care by moving from one 

level of care to the next with effi  cient communication between the lev-

els and without loss of recovery momentum is paramount.  Along the 

way, educating the patient and family about their healthcare options 

and insurance benefi ts and alternatives is all in a day’s work for the Case 

Manager.

Case Managers, regardless of their area of practice, are held to written 

standards and a code of ethical conduct.  The Case Manager’s Standards 

of Practice and the Code of Conduct for Professional Case Managers 

measure the practice of all who serve under the umbrella of case man-

agement regardless of their job title or any special certifi cation held.  

These standards act as a compass in guiding Case Managers as they 

face the challenges of working with their patient populations, always 

keeping patient advocacy fi rst in their minds and hearts.

To put the Case Manager’s role in perspective, imagine the musicians 

in an orchestra.  Each playing their own instrument using music written 

for their instrument.  Each playing their own tune.  Individually, the 

sound might be nice.  However, when everyone in the orchestra plays 

their own tune at the same time the sound is off  key, unorganized and 

may not give the audience the expected result.  Bring in the conductor.  

The conductor sees the entire orchestra at once while the individual 

Case 
Management:
A Symphony 
of Care

BK Kizziar, RNC, CCM, CLCP
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musicians see only their music sheets and the conductor.  When led by 

the conductor, all playing the same tune at the same tempo, the result 

is beautiful music.  The conductor does not write the music nor instruct 

each musician how to play their instrument.  The conductor ensures 

that everyone is producing the same result…beautiful music.  

The Case Manager’s role in healthcare can be compared to that of the 

orchestra conductor.  The caregivers, nurses, therapists, physicians, all 

have their instrument to play and are experts in their area.  Each hopes 

to provide the best possible care for the patient.  But working inde-

pendently of one another may not result in the best outcome.  As the 

conductor, the Case Manager brings all elements of the treatment plan 

together, ensures that each works in synergy with the other, that all 

team members are in agreement with the goals and objectives of the 

plan and that the patient and family understand the plan and have an 

opportunity to contribute to that plan.  Then, the melody of healthcare 

begins.  Each member treating the patient individually but as part of an 

overall plan with stated outcome objectives.  

This symphony of care takes place hundreds of times per day in 

healthcare settings all over the country.  Hospital, Worker’s Comp, 

Managed Care, Independent and contract Case Managers approach 

their role in varying ways but always with the same process.  It begins 

with assessment of the patient’s needs followed by facilitating a plan 

to meet those needs.  Then implementing the plan while coordinat-

ing each element.  That is followed by monitoring the progress and 

evaluating if the plan is working, making any amendments to the plan 

and consistently reviewing results.  All of this done while focusing on 

the desired outcome.  Do the steps of this process sound familiar?  They 

should.  It is a very similar process to what we learn as nurses and social 

workers.  

It is sometimes argued that Case Managers should not be involved 

with or concerned about the cost of care.  How can one presume to be 

a patient advocate if hobbled by worries of cost?  The answer is very 

simple.  Healthcare is not free and all patient’s have a “fund” from which 

they draw to receive care.  Managed care funds are not limitless.  State 

and federal healthcare programs also have benefit limits.  Case Manag-

ers must familiarize themselves with their patient’s benefits in order to 

ensure the best possible utilization of those funds.  Co-pays, deduct-

ibles, non-network services all require the patient to have out-of-pocket 

expenses.  Would an advocate not be aware of the exposure to the 

patient?   It is important that Case Managers, as healthcare profession-

als, act as stewards of the patient’s fund.  Ensuring that those funds are 

utilized in the best possible way and not for care and services that are 

not medically required is the ultimate in patient advocacy.

In the future, employers may opt out of offering healthcare benefits 

to employees.  Others may provide a limited amount of money to be 

used by the employee to purchase their own healthcare coverage.  

State and federal programs may develop more stringent criteria for 

case management •
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coverage.  By most predictions, the healthcare 

consumer will be required to be a more active 

participant in the decision making process 

of their benefi t choices.  Today if you ask the 

average individual about specifi c benefi ts of 

their healthcare coverage (how many home 

health visits is included, as example) most will 

have no idea.  Most don’t even know what the 

deductible or out-of-pocket maximums are in 

their policies.  How will they make intelligent 

decisions if they don’t understand their own 

benefi t structure, how the reimbursement 

structure works and what to look for in pur-

chasing healthcare insurance?  Case Managers 

may be called upon, in the future, for counsel 

in assisting consumers to evaluate what kind 

of healthcare coverage their family may need.  

The role of the Case Manager will evolve as 

the healthcare picture changes in the months 

and years to come.  But the primary objective 

will continue to be that of patient advocate…

in whatever form it may take. NL

Case Management Society of America

The Dallas Ft Worth chapter of the Case 

Management Society of America is one of the 

largest chapters in the country.  The chapter 

off ers Case Managers educational and profes-

sional development opportunities, provides 

healthcare professionals the chance to learn 

more about case management and reaches 

out to the DFW community to enlighten 

healthcare consumers of the benefi ts of case 

management.  

Membership is open to all Case Manag-

ers and anyone interested supporting the 

case management mission.  Their monthly 

meetings are held every third Tuesday of the 

month, September through May, at the Grape-

vine Convention Center in Grapevine, Texas. 

Website:    www.dfwcmsa.com

Local contact:  BK Kizziar, Executive 

Director, 817-421-8040

Th e Dallas/Ft. Worth Chapter of 
the Case Management Society of 
America (DFW CMSA)invites you to 
participate in the 16th Annual DFW 
CMSA Conference, April 2-5, 2008. 

Th is year’s conference, Solutions in 
Healthcare: An Integrated Approach, 
challenges you to be part of the 
healthcare solution.

CEUS/Contact Hours off ered for: 
CCM, RN, CMC, Social Workers, 
CDMS, CRC, and Life Care Planners.

If interested in sponsoring an 
event or a speaker please call (800) 
318-4408 or email mrjmeet@aol.com.
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Continuing Education

By Ronda Mintz-Binder, DNP, MN, RN, Assistant Profes-
sor, University of Texas at Arlington

Dr. Ronda Mintz-Binder dnp, Mn, rn, is an as-
sistant professor of nursing at University of texas at 
arlington having just completed 5 1/2 years as dean of 
nursing at Los angeles City College in California. dr. 
Mintz-binder also was on faculty at the UCLa school 
of nursing for 12 years. her teaching experiences have 
included psychiatric nursing, Leadership and Manage-
ment, research, baccalaureate level nursing Th eories and 

most recently, graduate level nursing Th eories and Curriculum development. dr. 
Mintz-binder’s current research interests include exploring the associate degree nurs-
ing academic administrative positions in relation to workload and retention concerns. 

This activity meets Type I criteria for mandatory continuing 

nursing education requirements toward relicensure as 

established by the Texas Board of Nursing.

Empowering the Leaders
Among Us—Today

The purpose of this course is to recognize the need for nurses in all arenas of healthcare and academia to
grow and develop their leadership skills, as well as off er mentoring opportunities to other nurses.

AT THE COMPLETION OF THE
ARTICLE AND THE POST TEST, THE

READER SHOULD BE ABLE TO:

• Describe three components of the concept of 

leadership as applied to the fi eld of nursing.

• Delineate two major reasons we avoid becoming 

a leader and one action to overcome each.

• Give three examples of opportunities that exist 

today to actively engage in, to support personal

leadership growth.

Disclosure Statement: The author reports no relevant fi nancial relationships or confl icts of interest.   
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there is an age old debate that still continues to ask the question: 
“is a true leader born that way or is leadership nurtured over 
time?” Th ere are proponents on both sides of this debate; those 

who believe that the characteristics of true leaders are innate and those 
who believe that characteristics are developed and guided over time and 
expanded through learning experiences. Whether there is a right or wrong 
answer to this question, one clear fact remains: Consistent, strong, dedi-
cated leadership in the fi eld of nursing is essential, and yet worrisome con-
cerns continue to be raised that the next generation of nurses will not fi ll 
these large, soon to be vacated, shoes. Th e ever-prevalent nursing shortage 
coupled with nurse faculty shortages is diminishing the number of nurse 
leaders in both service and academic settings (Morin & Kirschling, 2004).

Leadership is essential in every aspect of nursing, in every specialty 
area, at every level, in hospitals, outpatient centers, specialty clinics, and 
within academic institutions to name but a few. Leadership is needed in 
every nursing organization, policy committee, and specialty group, and 
within student nursing organizations. With the evolution of evidence-
based practice, middle ranged theories, technology and simulation, and 
the clinically-focused doctorate in nursing practice (dnp), our profes-
sion is evolving and growing in exciting and new directions. Leaders are 
necessary to further these areas of development through research, practice 
and education.

Defi nitions and Descriptions
Most leaders and researchers will agree that leadership is the ability or 

process of infl uencing others (Whitehead, Weiss & tappen, 2007; Carroll, 
2006). it is the ability to lead others toward a goal or in a focused direc-
tion with combined purpose and fortitude. Th e generated energy that is 
cultivated assists in achieving the goal as well as to confront and overcome 
inevitable obstacles that arise. Leaders need followers but that does not 
imply that followers are passive. it is critical to have competent, team play-
ers who support and assist the leader in proceeding with the tasks at hand. 
accepting the role of leader does not imply that this person will do all of 
the work. Conversely, it does not mean that this person delegates all the 
work either. a successful leader understands the balance of being respon-
sible and completing the overarching tasks and delegating those that team 
members can accomplish.

Th ere is a distinction between leadership and management that needs to 
be made. Management is usually defi ned as the supervision of an area that 
includes a variety of visible tasks such as planning, organizing, coordi-
nating, decision-making and budgeting (Carroll, 2006). as such, one of 
the major diff erences between a leader and a manager is that a leader is 
considered an informal, achieved role whereas a manager is a salaried des-
ignated position with assigned duties (Whitehead, Weiss & tappen, 2007).

Maxwell (2002) makes a powerful point when he wrote that the way to 
examine whether a person can lead or manage is to ask the person to cre-
ate a positive change. Managers sustain and continue a focused direction, 

but to move through a change process, a leader is necessary because the 
power of infl uence is critical. 

it would be outstanding if one exact list of qualities could be generated 
from the years of research across multiple disciplines that exist today. 
Unfortunately, the one thing that leadership researchers agree on is that 
diff erent qualities are necessary for diff erent circumstances or situations. 
global or general qualities include: honesty, courage, optimism, tenacity, 
energy, and balance (Whitehead, Weiss & tappen, 2007). Other behavioral 
characteristics include the ability to demonstrate passion for the assign-
ment, operate with a clear and focused vision and present an interpersonal 
style that exudes motivation and encouragement of the team members 
(Mason, 2006).

Th e term “authentic leadership” has been recently adopted by the 
american association of Critical Care nurses (aaCn) as one of the six 
standards for a healthy Work environment (aaCn, 2005). authentic 
leaders portray a sense of realness, sincerity, openness combined with deep 
honesty and integrity (goff ee & Jones, 2005; Kerfoot, 2006). authenticity 
is a perception from members of a team rather than a trait that a leader 
ascribes to oneself. Th ey inspire, as well as portray caring and commitment 
toward others and in so doing, attract and maintain a loyal workforce who 
shares the commitment. together, the authentic leader and the energized 
team members accomplish what did not seem possible (Kerfoot, 2006).

Capitalizing on past Leadership Opportunities
to move into a leadership opportunity, one must be challenged. it is 

easy to remain complacent, to stay on the sidelines, to accomplish your 
tasks of the day and then go home only to return the next shift  and start 
again. but is this truly fulfi lling? have views, ways of thinking, perhaps 
even the vision been challenged in that one day of work? From the re-
ciprocal interaction World View ( roy & andrews, 1999), humans only 
grow and evolve through meeting and overcoming challenges. Without 
challenge, humans stagnate and become too comfortable and complacent. 
although comfort and complacency can be soothing for a time, if it is 
all that one subscribes to, then instead of living life one will fi nd that life 
passes by.

 Leadership development is about continuing the process of growth and 
change that all nurses have already begun and embracing the challenge 
to rise as the next generation of nursing leaders. promoting growth and 
accepting change is what leads to new ideas and the birth of new leaders. 
Th e process can however initially seem like being caught up in a whirlwind 
as it can be energizing, forceful and invigorating. it may even be over-
whelming with new conceptualizations, the process of uncovering new 
knowledge; yet it can also pass by if one chooses to not join in but rather 
remain complacent and comfortable. but aft er the storm passes, hopefully 
it has paved the way for what we as a profession, are in great need of today, 
the re-birth, the nurturance and ultimately the maturation of our future 
leadership in nursing. 

• continuing education
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“I do have a hard 
time not calling her 

Mom at work.”

We didn’t forget the mae nurses! If you are a father whose child has followed 
you into nursing, or if you were inspired by your father to become a nurse, 
send us your story and we may feature you in our upcoming article on father 
nurses! Please send your submission to editor@nurseslounge.com. 

Th is can be daunting, to stand alone, off ering a new perspective or new 
insights as we declare ourselves a potential new leader. but beyond the 
initial fear and intimidation, we then feel the empowerment of becoming a 
leader which includes the excitement from the realization of our own po-
tential. Th e question then is, having felt that, what do we do with it? do we 
embrace it and continue to look for new opportunities to further mature as 
a leader or do we turn and walk or in some cases run the other way back to 
the comfort zone? 

 every nursing school graduate at every level has had a moment as i 
just described. For associate degree or baccalaureate degree nurses, it 
may have been giving a class presentation or representing your nursing 
program through a student nursing organization. For the master’s degree 
and advanced practice nurses, it may have been properly diagnosing a 
client’s complex symptoms and sharing this with the treatment team. For 
the doctorally prepared graduates, it was probably during the research de-
fense, standing alone in front of the committee members, defending their 
research and its conclusions and implications. 

Whenever that moment was, whether it felt 
comfortable or not, whether it was 
invigorating or terrifying, we must 
reach for another moment such 
as this and try again. and 
with every step, continue 
developing the confi dence 
needed to take our rightful 
place as a future leader in 
nursing. 

The Time Is Now
 and while we contemplate the enormity of 

the task ahead, we share the confi dence that we can and will rise to the 
occasion. We know that while we have a world-wide nursing shortage, 
few are inspired to go into academia or take on academic leadership roles. 
Th ousands of prospective nursing students are turned away every semester 
because existing schools cannot enroll all of the qualifi ed candidates 
(powers, 2007). Job satisfaction research is demonstrating that many staff  
nurses are not satisfi ed and are planning on leaving the bedside ( andrews 
& dziegielewski, 2005). We acknowledge that we live with the threat of 
terrorism. suicide rates remain high in our adolescent population. We are 
living at a time where once again there is an ongoing war with groups of 
physically and emotionally wounded soldiers returning. We live in an era 
where even young children are presenting with early onset diabetes and 
increasing weight problems. We have epidemic proportions of hiV-aids 
in africa among other international concerns and threats. Th e eff ects 
of continuing global warming could have catastrophic consequences in 
changing the geography of the world as we now know it and displacing 
millions of people across the world. 

We face these complex and diffi  cult problems that have no simple or 
easy solutions. solutions can only be generated by thinking in new and 
creative ways and encouraging new leaders with new visions and ideas to 
come forward. We must collectively and conscientiously participate to fi nd 
these solutions in creating new interdisciplinary work teams with partici-
pants from varying states and countries. Th e time is now. Let’s join forces 
together and create a new whirlwind of energy, excitement, and commit-
ment and generate a new intensity and passion called leadership. 

Fear of Failure
but what does it take to inspire us to step up and assume the great 

responsibilities placed before us? Th ink about students who were in your 
classes as well as your co-workers. Who are the rising stars amongst us? 
Who aspires to become a leader? Why is it that the majority of us decline 
opportunities to become nursing leaders? is the problem that we are afraid 
of trying and failing, so we don’t try at all? is it because we believe that 

anything less than perfection is unacceptable in a leader? What 
leaders do we know who are perfect?

  if one takes the time to look 
through history, it is fairly 

obvious that leaders don’t 
have to be perfect as 
many have survived 
major mistakes in their 
presidencies or other 

leadership roles. Why did 
some survive and others 

fail? Only some who survived 
were charismatic, oft en innovative 

in their thinking as well as being profound 
communicators. Yet many presidents were not charismatic. all had 

human strengths and weaknesses and the beauty of being human is, as the 
english poet alexander pope said “to err is human, to forgive, divine” ( 
pope, 1711 ). it is the essence of being human, that we do make errors in 
thought, judgment, even trust, but that we continue to learn, grow, chal-
lenge and take risks. if we do in fact make a mistake, provided we handle 
the situation well, through delicate and honest communication combined 
with humility, we will oft en fi nd we have another opportunity to try again. 
people will overlook an occasional error based on ability if they can see 
that we are still growing and maturing as a leader (Maxwell, 2002).

 Once a mistake is recognized, is the leader willing to admit the error 
and make a change or not? (Malone, 2006). Whether a leader overcomes a 
mistake depends heavily on whether trust has been damaged. developing 
and sustaining trust as a leader is based on personal character and earning 
and maintaining respect from those you lead. When trust is breached, the 
ability to lead dissolves and the ability to infl uence disappears. 
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The Mentorship Connection
so if we don’t have to be perfect but rather human, what is it going to 

take to inspire or empower us to be the next leaders? Maybe the time 
isn’t now for some of us but rather a goal for the future. Maybe we need 
mentorship or role modeling. Th e encouragement of mentorship oppor-
tunities in academia as well as other areas of nursing has been receiving 
much notoriety in the last few years (Fitzpatrick, 2007; halcomb, gregg 
& roberts, 2007; nLn, 2006; sullivan, 2004). some of the greatest leaders 
that we know had strong mentors. 

Th e book Th e Guiding Lights: Th e People Who Lead us Toward our 
Purpose in Life by eric Liu (2005) is about his quest to meet and interview 
leaders and mentors across the Us. twelve amazing people from diverse 
backgrounds were selected, from a baseball pitching coach to a Julliard 
piano teacher to a mural painter from southern California. initially Liu 
asked everyone he spoke with two simple questions:

 1) Who infl uenced you? and 2) how do you pass it on? 
Th e answers were just as diverse and unique as the people he inter-

viewed; yet a common thread that Liu emphasized was that when one 
engages in a strong mentorship experience, it is a 
two-way street of learning. in a true mentorship, 
both people are transformed. While the student 
is encouraged to grow and learn, the leader oft en 
fi nds renewed purpose and focus too. in every 
role especially in nursing, we are both teacher and 
student and both mentor and mentee. it is the 
essence of reciprocity in action as we shape one 
another. 

but in order for that to truly occur, we have 
to be open and willing to allow for transformation, to trust and not fear 
growth and evolution, even if it isn’t predictable or initially comfort-
able. but if we are open and willing, the mentoring relationship can be a 
profound experience that is unique and powerful…one that is ultimately 
life changing for both parties. Th e energy and thinking that is generated 
through this transformational process will create not only paths of new 
research and new knowledge, but also new leaders.

Leadership and Infl uence
One reason we choose to develop leadership skills is to use infl uence for 

positive change. We may see something in the work setting, or politically, 
or in the environment that we feel strongly about and want to initiate 
change. to enact change at a local, state or national level takes determina-
tion, vision, commitment but also the power and ability to infl uence oth-
ers. sullivan (2004) details the process of becoming infl uential. her book 
describes steps to take that include: using power, understanding the im-
portance of image, communicating clearly, setting clear goals, networking, 
and negotiating. sullivan ends each chapter with tools to build and use: 
watch successful people, keep an eye out for opportunities for growth, use 

a variety of strategies to see what works, and write about how the process 
is going. she advocates entering the political environment and proceeding 
with educational opportunities to further growth.

Ways to Begin
 Th e time is now for those among us who desire to emerge as potential 

leaders. Th ose who have been groomed to do so, who have had an experi-
ence with a mentor or a life circumstance that has made them strong, must 
step up now. i encourage each of you, regardless of your current academic 
level or nursing position, to seek one leadership opportunity and in doing 
so, welcome growth and learning. 

What opportunities are out there? 
Here are fi ve relatively easy steps to take:

1. Join a taskforce or committee in your work setting. Within our 
hospitals , and all healthcare organizations , there are opportunities to 
join taskforces and committees and work with nurses and administrators 
employed in higher management positions. When on a taskforce or a com-

mittee, listen, learn, participate and see character-
istics in motion that exhibit strong leadership and 
also strong management.

2. Join a committee outside your work set-
ting. Th ere are a vast number of opportunities at 
the local, state, national, and international levels. 
Meet and participate with others who are moving 
up the ladder within the profession. examples 
might include volunteering to be on a committee 
of your specialty organization, or assisting with 

the planning of a conference.
3. Author or co-author an article and submit it to a journal that you 

read or to which you subscribe. You may want to start with a nursing 
magazine such as this one or a journal representative of your specialty 
area. Learn and grow from the peer reviews and begin to develop strong 
professional writing skills. Write about what you know best since you have 
the knowledge and experience to share with others who are not in your 
specialty practice or who would benefi t from your experiences. You may 
also wish to volunteer to be a reviewer for the journal. 

4. Attend professional nursing conferences as a presenter by submit-
ting an abstract for a poster or oral presentation as a primary or co-
author. explore projects that you have implemented at your place of work 
and share the experiences and knowledge gained with your colleagues. 
push yourself to network with other nurses at these conferences. 

5. Find a local mentor either from your nursing program or within 
your employment setting and have consistent meetings. defi ne goals 
for yourself and timeframes to accomplish the goals. it helps to have clear 
goals and timeframes and to be accountable to meet them. 

• continuing education

“Th e time is now for 
those among us who 
desire to emerge as 
potential leaders.”
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Conclusion
We have no excuse to stay passive and expect others to continue to 

lead. We are the next generation of leaders and it is time to act as such. Let 
us start today and not delay. it is with great hope that you take from this 
reading, the following three summary statements to think about and mo-
tivate you to move toward leadership in the near future: 1) we all have the 
potential to be nursing leaders now and in the future; 2) we are all teachers 
and students and when we are open to engaging in a deep and meaningful 
mentorship relationship, a mutually positive transformation occurs; and 3) 
we are all human and sometimes we succeed and sometimes we stumble 
but unless we try, challenge, and confront, we will not grow and learn. NL
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Program Evaluation
The purpose of this course is to recognize the need for nurses in all 

arenas of healthcare and academia to grow and develop their leader-

ship skills, as well as off er mentoring opportunities to other nurses.

Objectives
At the completion of the article and the posttest, the reader 

should be able to:

1. Describe three components of the concept of leadership as 

applied to the fi eld of nursing.

2. Delineate two major reasons we avoid becoming a leader 

and one action to overcome each.

3. Give three examples of opportunities that exist today to 

actively engage in, to support personal leadership growth.

Please rate how well the above objectives were met by 
circling the appropriate number:

1 = Strongly Disagree  5= Strongly Agree

Objective 1 from above was met. 

1     2     3     4     5  

Objective 2 from above was met.

1     2     3     4     5  

Objective 3 from above was met.

1     2     3     4     5  

The article was eff ective as a learning resource/tool.  

1     2     3     4     5  

The objectives were relevant to the overall purpose.  

1     2     3     4     5  

The author’s competence and eff ectiveness.   

1     2     3     4     5  

The activity met your expectations.   

1     2     3     4     5  

Freedom from commercial bias due to confl ict of interest, 
commercial support, product endorsement or 

unannounced off -label use.     

1     2     3     4     5  

                                

State the number of minutes it took you to read the article and 

complete the test and evaluation ______________________min.
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Registration Form and Test for Continuining Education Credit

HOW TO EARN ONE CONTACT HOUR 
1. Read the article.

2. Locate the answer sheet and post-test ques-

tions following the article.

3. Complete the post-test questions and 

program evaluation by circling the selected 

responses on the answer sheet.

4. Fill out the registration form.

5. Send registration form, answer sheet, and 

a check for $12.00 to:

Continuing Nursing Education

The University of Texas at Arlington

Box 19191

Arlington, TX 76019-0197

6. Send before February 15, 2010.

Within three weeks after receipt of your post-

test and registration, you will be notifi ed of 

your results. A passing score is 80%. If you 

pass, your CE certifi cate will be forwarded to 

you. If you do not pass, you will be notifi ed 

and may repeat the test once at no cost.

The University of Texas at Arlington School of 

Nursing is an approved provider of continu-

ing nursing education by the Texas Nursing 

Association, an accredited approver by the 

American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Com-

mission on Accreditation. 

This activity meets Type I criteria for mandato-

ry continuing nursing education requirements 

toward relicensure as established by the Texas 

Board of Nursing. 

Registration Information:

Name: ________________________________

Address:  ______________________________

City/State/ZIP: __________________________

State(s) of Licensure: _____________________

Telephone Number: ______________________

Email _______________________________ 

The fee for this 1.0 contact hour program is 

$12.00.

1. Why is it important to discuss leadership 
development today?

a. leadership is a part of all aspects of nursing

b. there is widespread concern that the future 
generation of nursing is not interested in 
leadership opportunities

c. the nursing shortage is taking its toll on 
potential leaders of the future

d. all of the above

2. A defi nition of leadership includes:

a. the ability to infl uence others

b. the strong ability to manage others

c. the strong ability to direct others

d. charismatic and powerful presence

3. A primary diff erence between leadership 
and management is:

a. a leader manages people just as a manager 
infl uences people

b. a manager manages people while a leader 
infl uences people

c. a leader is appointed whereas a manger 
achieves the position

d. a manager is an informal position whereby a 
leader is a selected position

4. Characteristics of an authentic leader 
include all of the following except:

a. a sense of realness

b. sincerity

c. self centered view of leadership

d. honesty

5. The primary international concern in 
nursing today is 

a. a massive nursing shortage coupled with 
too few nurse educators

b. global warming

c. rising rates of HIV-AIDS across the world

d. increases in adolescent suicide

6. Which statement best refl ects this 
article’s view on mistakes by leaders?

a. true leaders never makes mistakes

b. leaders can make mistakes but it is how it 
is handled as to whether a leader remains a 
leader or not

c. an organization must expect leaders to not 
be perfect and as such accept an occasional 
error

d. if trust is damaged, a strong leader can 
repair it and proceed with leading

7. Mentorship is:

a. only valuable for new leaders

b. most essential at a change in position in 
one’s life

c. a life long learning process for both mentor 
and mentee

d. time limited opportunity to assist the 
mentee in learning new skills

8. Ways to become infl uential (Sullivan, 
2004) include:

a. activate personal power

b. present a strong image

c. negotiate successfully 

d. all of the above

9. The best way to begin asserting 
leadership is to:

a. take advantage of every opportunity that 
presents itself

b. choose one opportunity and explore, watch 
and grow through it

c. focus only on situations that present in your 
work setting

d. run for president of a national professional 
organization

10. A key point in this article is that:

a. we are all potential leaders, teachers as well 
as students and as humans, constantly grow 
and learn

b. only a few of us have the true potential to 
be powerful leaders

c. in a successful mentorship relationship 
the focus is on the mentor assisting and 
supporting the mentee

d. we must do our best to avoid mistakes 
at all costs as they can be career ending 
situations

CE Questions: Please circle your 
response on the answer sheet.

Continuing Education Credit: 

1.0 contact hours. 
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Classifieds 
You get a free blog with nurses’ Lounge so you 
can network with other nurses at these and 
other hospitals? Just go to members.nurs-
eslounge.com and create your free profile! 

Did You
Know?
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In addition to enjoying Nurses’ 
Lounge-DFW every month, you 
can stay up to date on nursing 
in the metroplex every day. 
Our new social networking site 
allows you to connect with like-
minded nurses and healthcare 
professionals to discuss nursing 
in DFW and beyond. 

What’s Happening in the Lounge!

Step One: Create your 
free profi le in the lounge 
at www.NursesLounge.
com. You can also create a 
profi le for your hospital 
or medical center. 

Step Two: Stay in touch 
with your free blog or post 
your calendar, pictures 
and/or video! 

Step Three: Go to “Groups” and join DFW’s group to stay 
on top of what’s going on in DFW nursing, and then form 
your own group (for where you live or work, your nursing 
specialties or your outside interests) to keep everyone up 
to date and in touch. Perfect for professional groups!! 

As part of our Green Publishing Initiative, Nurses’ Lounge-

DFW is now publishing our digital edition online, 

complete with articles, details about upcoming events, 

important links, and exclusive videos only available online!

If there is something you’d like to see in the lounge or if you have any 

questions about setting up your personal profi le, please let us know. 

This is your lounge and we want to make it work for you.

You can now share your comments on the articles you read in the 

Nurses’ Lounge. Simply log on to www.NursesLounge.com/DFW 

and let us know! 

Did You 
Know?

Your free blog with nursesLounge.com is 
a great way to get your professional group 
online? You can collaborate, share news 
and calendars, and much more!
Create your free profi le at 
www.nursesLounge.com! 
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